On the small diagonals  by Hao-Xuan, Zhou
In this paper we prove that each WausdorE compact (resp. TB countably compact) space with 
a small (resp. regularIy small) diagonal is met&able under CH -I- FA. Several ‘nicq:’ spaces, which 
have a small diagonal, but no G&-diagonal, are given under MA + 1CH. Some apphcations to 
the metrization problem are also obtained. 
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1. Conventiom and raoWons 
1.1. DeRnMon, A space is said to have a (regularly) small diagonal, if for any 
uncountable subset A of X x X/A, where d is the diagonal of X, there is a (closed) 
neighborhood W of 4, such that l/k\ WI > W. 
This is equivalent to saying that X does not have a ol- accessible diagonal [ 111. 
Equivalently, one can use a t&-subset containing A, instead of W in Definition 1.1. 
X,2. ~~itioa. X is said to be an WI-=like space, 
f: X + ~1, such that each preimage is metrizable. 
if there is a perfect onto mapping 
‘JEn the fsfluwing, Ax, by, AZ always denote 
respectively, and k, A, T are cardinals. 
on* For any X, define L&X) = min{k: 
tlhe diagonal of spaces X, Y, z 
there is a cofinal collection % of 
regularly oyieti neighborhoods 6f .4 in X x X, such that I%1 = k:). 
ere % ixns that for any re ~larly ounce flei 
is U 6 $0 such that U I;: K 
there 
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2. The main theorems 
It is well-known that every Tz compact (even countably compact [3]) space with 
a G&-diagonal is metrizable. This raises the following,question: under what @ago& 
conditions are compact spaces metrizable ? “TO have a small diago& -i&&~di- \ 
date, which is weaker than “to h;dvt; a C&-diagonal.“’ Another po~ible andid& 
is r(A, X2) s W, which is defined by t( f (A), X2/A) G o in the ~&@tiRfi~~& :X2/A 
(the onI,? non-singleton equivalence class is A), where f is the: projection, pppppppppppppppppppP that 
a compi\ct T2 space X has a GB-diagonal, if and only if x(f(A), X’/A)QQ, When 
r(X*) s O, one can prove that t(A, X2) G o is weaker th,an X hag + am@1 diagonal 
by using a characterization theorem [1, (2.2.i3)] in the space X2/6. But; by using 
a Kunen line, a T,! compact non-metrizsr?le space X can be constructed such that 
3(X2) = O, hence s(X’/d) s o . It follows that t(A, X2) G w, whtxe s is thehereditary 
cellularity function [8]. It is natural to ask: 
HUM p‘irohlem. Is every Tz compact space with a small diagonal metrizable? 
In [I I], M. HugeD; obtained a partial solution under CH (i.e. Fact 2.3). E. van 
Douwen proved an:,’ compact (D. Lutzer provc:d for Lindelaf) LOTS with a small 
diagonal is metrizati le [Ill. The aim of this paper is to give a consistent affirmative 
solution to the Hu!:;ek problem, and of another similar problem for countably 
compact spaces. The other direction seems harder, because only a few ‘nice’ spaces 
are known, which halve small diagonals and no Ga-diqonals. No such examples 
are known for Lindeliif spaces and countably compact spaces. 
2.1. Notation [7]. Let FA be “If X is first countable, and contaii:s the ordinal 01 
as a subspace, then x(o,, X) = We.” 
In [7], W. Fleissner proved Con(ZFC+ 3 an inaccessible ordinal)=+Con(ZFC+ 
GCH + FA). Later F. Tall proved that one doesn’t need the existence Ot* inac\ceis@le 
ordinals for a similar case [ 141. Unfortunately, the reverse of the above implication 
is true, which follows from the proof of Solovay theorem [S, f’b. vU13]. The argument 
is as follows: If 02 is accessible in L, then there is A C_ 01 Esnd ~rl= ofrA’, w2 = &‘A! 
But I= ~_(~~0+[5], andO’=+ 1FA [7], so th’e counterexample sf C’leissner’s i a real 
counter-example in ZFC. Rell:ently F, Tall conjectured PFAef?A, where PFA is 
the proper forcing axiom. It vwould follow that Con(MA + -SEI+FA), 
Before we prove the mairo theorems, let us mention and prove some facts and 
lemmas. 
. The property ofhaving a small diagonal is heredittwy. 
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(3) w(X)aw, Or /X1GUl, 
(4) lC(++Jt. 
We have a generalization of2.3, whose proof needs the following lemma. 
LWRMBMB [8] (CH), Let X be a Lindeliif space with w (X X X) s 01. Then ,y (Ax, X x 
X)WG~. In ptwhd&r;; if ‘X ,i’s ti compact Ht;lusdofff space with 1x1~ ol, then 
x(Ax; X kX)&. ’ 
2.4. Lemma (CH). Sucrose X is a LindelGf space with a small diagonal and one 
of the following holds. 
(1) W(x) s trly, 
(2) dlX1 s w 
(3) x(X) s ci’, 
then X has a Ga-diagonal. 
Pr00f. (1) Since X is Lindelaf and w(X) s ol, it is easy to see by the above Lemma 
that x(A, X x X) s w(X) 9 L(X) soi. Let % = {UI: CY < wl) be a local base at A. if 
X does not have a Gs-diagonal we can find {x,: cy < 01)~ X x X\A, such that 
xix ~n&xx Ua\(xs: p c a). 3Cr contradicts the fact that X has a small diagonal. 
2.5, Rttmarlk. We do not know if the condition (3) can be replaced by $(X) s w. 
We only can show that if a Tz space X has a small diagonal and L(X) s w, 1x1 -S w 1, 
then e(X) S 0. 
2.6. Lemma. Any ~-like space is first counttable, countably compact, and hence 
sequentially, compact. 
2.7. Lemma (CH). If a Tz space X satisfies : 
(*) For any countably compact subspaee 
(**) Any separable subspace is met&able. 
Y’ of size <WI, x[Aye, Y’x Y’) Z 01. 
Then if Y is a countably compact non-met&able subspace uf size =&III, Y cuntains 
an WI -like subspace. 
y (**), we have d(Y) > W, and Fact 2.3 implies that Y cannot be compacSt, 
such that for all 
Clz{Z& S~(Y}ncl,{&j: S>a}=0. 
Let sa ==cl,(z~: oq3 s a}. Then each IF, is a compact metrizable space by (**), 
and is both open and closed in S, where S = l&Gazol S,.. Also note that S is 
countably compact. 
Define f: S -+ o1 by f(x) = min(cu: X E S,). To see that f is continuaus, let x E S, 
let 09 = f(x), and let (8, a] be an open neighborhood of cy, Then (S, -S& is an open 
neighborhood of x and f(& - Ss) c (p, a]. The function f is &Nd 4wce it is 
continuous, S is countably compact, and o1 is first countable and Hausdori;. Finally, 
for all cy <WI, f’-‘({a)) = &VJ B.+ SO)? a compact metrizable space, Thirs S is an 
o1 -like space. 
2.8. Lemma (FA). If S is an o 1 -like space, then x(As, S x S) = CLBI. 
Proof. Let f witnesses the definition of ol-like spaces, and a < 01. Let T, = f-‘({at)), 
S, = f”-‘(a! +-l), A = Ar,. In S x S, since A, is compact, and contained in a compact 
metrizable clopeisubspace, for example S, x &, holds x(bQ, S x S) = o, 
Define h : S x S + Q := (S x S\As) u 01 as follows: For s E; S x S\Aa let h(s) = s, 
for x E A,, let h(x) = cy. Assume Q possesses the quotient tuyology induced by k. 
Claim 1. h(As) is homeomorphic with the space 01 of countabIe wdiaalis. (Here 
I hope the reader knows in which cases 01 represents the ordered spaces) 
Define rp: h(As) + w1 such that !+‘a c wl, Cpih(A,)) = cy. Assume ~3 G lim c[cbp, and G 
is an open neighborhood of As in As. Let E be an open subset in S W such that 
Er?As= G. Since As E E, there is a neighborhood U(x) for each x E A@ such that 
{U(x): x E TB) is an open cover of Tfl in S, hence there is S c 0, wch that for all 
0, & <CU CB, T, e U{U(X>: x E TB). Thus d, s&J{V(x)x W(x); xe T@} and 
A, c G. It means that cp-* is continuous. Conversely, p is continuous because 
Va <WI, h-‘o4p-*(a) = UP< ,IAa is open in As, which follows p-*(ar ) is open in 
C&m 2. h is closed. 
It is easy to check that S x S is c 
first countable, hence h is a cl 
* Finally, sin&‘FA implies J+(&), Q) - 
&i-~,SXs_)cO,. 
cc)l, and h is a closed mapping, we have 
By Chbefs Thecwem [3], x(As, S x S) # O, so x(As, S x S) = ct~. * 
2.9; ~“~re~ (CH+FA). I%r arbitrary compact Tz space X, the following are 
eqirlvulent. _ 
(1)’ 2 is t?Lti~abie. ( 
(2) X’has a imalldiaganclh 
(3) For any countably compact subspace Y of X, x(dy, Y x Y) f ml, ’ 
(4) X satisfies (*) and (**), 
(5) Any countably compact subspace Y of sire soI is metrizabk 
(6) Any subspace of size 60~ is metrizabk 
(2)=+(3), Use Chaber’s theorem, si_qilar to the proof of 2.4. 
(3)+(4). For any separable subset 2, since d(Z) G o, we have w (2) s olI hence 
x(dg 2 x 2)~ w1 (see [8]). Therefore (3) implies x(Az, 2 x 2) 6 c2p, and Z is 
metriaable, Here 2 = CL 2. 
(4)=+(s). Fohows from Lemma 2.7’, 2.8. 
(s)=+(6), For any sub&% Y kX,“Ik’f 6 ml, one can inductively construct acount- 
ably compact subspace 2 2 Y, and such that jZ\s 6r)l. Thus it follows from (5). 
(6)=+(l), If M(X)> ic, (i.e. X is not hereditarily Lindeliif), X will contain a 
right-separated subset D of size ul. Assume P is a countably compact subspace 
of size ol, and 10 z D’; but this is impossible by (6) hence 1x1~ 2h’N’x’ 6 4~1, and 
X is metrizable. 
2.10. Theorem (CH + FA). For arbitrary countably compact 7’3 space X, the follow- 
ing are equivalent. 
(I) X is meirkable, 
(2) X has a regz4Zarly~smaII diagonal. 
(3) For any countably compact subspace Y, d(Y) f ul. 
(4) X satisfies (**) and (***): for any countably compact subspace Y of sire 01, 
&Y)#ilJ1. 
(5) Anv countably compact subspace Y of size =SW is metrirable. 
(6) An; subspace of size G+AJ~ is metrizabk 
roof. (l):=+(2). Trivial. 
Q)+(3). Ahnost the same as Theorem 2.9. 
(3)*(4). My prove (**). Suppose Z is a separable subset, we can assume Z 
to be closed, hence ~~u~~t~b~y compact. Since: x Z is separable, IRO(Z X Z)l s ~1, 
where RO(,Z k Z) is the collection of al3 re hrence 
ly, twit cm ust3 (4)‘: X satisfies (*), instead of (4) in t e S8 s for 
(4)=$(S) (Sketch). We need strengthaned L&rnma 2, 
xl&-, Y’x Y’) (in Lemma 2.7) ad ,4Gb S X S)=Q)i 
& Y’) t u)~ and (S) = 4tij respectively. On& Lemmls 24, 
hut it is easy to check because &S, g K(,&, S x S) s wg, and from &s) ~6cr 
that 5 is metrizable, hence not 01” like., 
(S)*(6). The same 9% Theorem 2.9, 
(6)==Nl). The same as Theorem 2.9. 
These theorems are so heavily dependent on the rotdditionti hypotheses, o they 
usually arc not true. This is iltustrated by the subsequent exa.mpk& 
2.11. Remark, CH is equivalent to “For any compact F! space X, X is met&able 
iff X has the property (5) in Theore, 2.9.” TO WC this, W& mum ~cki and 
construct a space which satisfies (5), but is not meti%&&% Cond&r the 
AlexzindrsfT’r; double circles space X, Since X is fist mun&bk, W&W CO&ably 
compact subspace is compact. Besides, X omits all cardin& between IOP and 2”” 
(M. X doesn’t have compact subspaces of those siz&, 
2.12. Raznwk. It can be observed that the implication (2)+(3) can not be rev-d 
under XH. 
Lc: X be the TWO Arrow space. It is a compact LOTS, and a first cauntable 
space. By the same reason, all csuntably compact subgaces are cornpet. Let 
Y G X be a closed subset. it can mly happen that 1 Y( = a or IY[ = 2”, ltf lYl= Q), 
obviously %!A y, Y x Y) f ol. If IYI = 2”, then w(Y) ~=2~, and x(Ay, Y x Yj 
But, by E. van Dcruwen’s result mentianc:d ijbova, X does not h~rve a ~walf.&go~al. 
2.13. Problem. Are (1) and (2) of Theorem 2.9 (resp, Theorem 2.’ 3) equivalent 
without C H? 
3. tbns 
NOW we mention a c~upk of facts, that have independent interest. 
PEW& Use the same notation as Lemma 3.1. Assume that X is not rr,etrizable. 
Obviously X has a small diagOnal. By the proof Of Lemma 3.1, there exists an 
WI-like subspace Y and a perfect mapping f: C&Y + WI + 1, f can be continuously 
ex!anded ta f :_X + 2, where 25 = (X\&Y) u (w I + 1) is the evident qu&ient space, 
induced by f; and de&Q”(C2~Y\Y) -{N~ + I}, It is not #ard to show that the 
sub~~ce WI+ 1 Of Z$ is homeomOrphic with the Ordered space 01+ 1. But WI+ 1 
doesn’t have a small diagonal, SO &es not 1%. 
3.4. Fmt @CH). A T2 compact space X is metdznbk iff X has the following pmpertyB 
(I) For uny subset A s ;il’ x X\A, where IAl = 01 or 02, rhere is a neighborhood 
Wof A such that IA\Wi = Is4j. 
Since X has 2 PYD& dTagonaX, if X is nor metrizable, there wi!! exist a 
convergent 02*seque in X by the proof of Lemma 3.1 a In fact, foMwing the 
tions in Lemm 
Proof. If X is metrizable, let Eti = 1.3(x*, F ), where p is the metric, There is E s 0 
such that I{a : ea > &)I > w. Let W be the &-neighborhood f A, 
Conversely, since ,Y has a small diagonal, we can assume f(X) > o. Let {x, : a < 01) 
be a free ol-sequence, and Y = IJ,+ Xb ba an wl-like space, where Xa = 
Cl(xg /3 < CT). 
Let f: Y 3 o1 be the perfect mapping, and F1, =f-‘[a + 1, tir). It follows zti E 
f- ‘(a ), x, g FQ. By the pressing down lemma it is not difXicult o show there is no 
neighborhood W of d such that 
I{w F, x {x,) n W = 0}1> 0. 
it can be shown that a space has the-property (II) iBF the hyperspace V(X) has 
a small diagonal. 
Hn [ 1 I], M. Hugek asked if every Ml-compact space with a small di8gonal ha% 
a Gb-diagonal. The answer turns out to be negative by the following examples 
under MA + ---CH, hence the Theorem 1 of [ 1 l] is a reai generalization. First we 
observe a fact. 
3.6, Fact (MA + 1 CH). Let P be the irmtionals, CR the ratiortak For nny uncountable 
subset P’ G P, there is an opetr subset U such that Cl G U’ and {P’\ U’f > o. 
Proof. Arbitrarily take a subset IPI c_ P’ such that iaPll= 01. By the theorem in 
[ 12, F, 4.21, IPI is a meager r,et, and after slightly changing the proof of Martin- 
Solovay’s Theorem, we car, get a G&-set n,,,, V, zQ, and IPi any<,, Cr, = 8. It 
fo’llow that there is a n < o such that IPI\ U,,I 3 ol. 
3.7. Example. It is easy to verify that the space Y of Example 1 in [13] has a 
small diagonal by use of Fact 3.6, hence Y is a hereditarily paraeompact space 
with a small diagonal, with no C&-diagonal under MA+ lCH, 
le. In the same way, by virtue of Fact 3.6 we can show the space Y 
mple 3 in [ 131 has a small diagonal, hence under MA + -r CH there is a T’z 
hereditarily Linderiif space Y with a small dia onah, with no ~~~d~a~onal. 
ere is an ~~acom~act space 
ef c?GI 
*3;9; 2,g ‘(MA + +X). Let R! be the real line with the usual topSolo;!::y. Con- 
~&&&& ‘.kw #&it as.6 R, kit the diss of ali 6pen dens+ subsets be the lctcal base 
8t ~0. Then Z=R w(@ is an ox-com@Wspace with a smnll diagonal! bat not a 
regu!~ly mall diagotiat, hence o1 E nZ\dZ. 
:* -::_ ,i I * , ” 
&ML 44km@k(MA + rCH). Let YB consist of all Cauchy sequerms in P, each of 
which konverges to certain non4yadk rational r, Le. r daes not have the form 
k * 2”“, k, n E M. Denote the subset consisting of elements of the Cauchy sesquence 
s by s”. Define an equivalent relation - in %F as: s - t if? s* = t*, and i is the 
equivalent class deter&ned by S. By Zorn’s Lemma, there is a maximal subfamily 
d ot {S; s E ‘ig), such that: 
(i) if si # c then Is* A PI <o, and 
(ii) for each non dyadic rational r; there is SE @ such that s converges tc r. 
Let X = BP u #, and the topology is defined a!; follows: let each irrational1 5e open; 
fors’c #ifs convergestoarationak (k/2”, (k + 1)/2”),let U&C) ={s* nP,k)u{C}, 
where 
P nk = P n (k/2”, (k + 1)/2”), r~, kg G N* 
(V,(5); n < o} is the local base at s9 X is non-developable. 
By the same method in [2], let .X1, X2 be two copies of dX, and ident] ly each 
point in #i (i = 1,2). The corresponding quotient space Y is a ?“? locallql compact 
space with a small diagonal, with no @s-diagonal by virtue of Fact 3,6. We have 
a locally compact, normal, non-n&trizable space with a small diagonal under 
E(oz) + 02(E) [ 10, Theorem 2.91. I do not know if it has a Gs-diagonal. 
Another easy, but less interesting example is (2%)wzl which has a small Idiaxo:~al, 
and without C&diagonal (see [4,§ 15j). The following question is open. 
3.11. Problem. Does every T3 LindelSf space with a smal! diagonal have a G&a 
diagonal? 
Finally, we give two applications to the meuiaation theory. 
3.120 Theorem (CH + FA). If X is a I,indeliif Zippin space (i.e. it has ~1 IT12 com- 
Suppose bX is a ~orn~a~tifi~atil~n of X such that IIIX~XI =G w. We arc: goin 
Since (x, x ) cannot be the only WI e accumulation pair! t of W+*(X) n A by the defAition 
of small diagonal, there should be y + x such thai (x, y) is an ~~-‘accumulation 
point of A. Therefore we can assume Inl(A KY x X)l *wt. In each vertical ine, 
pick a point beloqing to A (if there is me), all of these consist af the desired 
subset B. 
Since X has a small diqonal, there is a neighborhood L! of A, in % XX such 
that IB\Ulaol. Define C = BW, and take an cJt-accumulation point x GX of 
7rI C, and two neighborhoods Gl, Gt of x in brX, such that 
x E G1 cC&,xG, s Gt, G$G2fIXXXEW. 
For each z E &X\(x), let G(r ) be 1 neighborhood ofz such that G(r)s Gz if z E Gz; 
and G(z)nGl=0if ztiGz. 
Define I? = {(x’, y’) E C: x’ i GI 17 X). It is clear that the neighborhood 
W = u{G(r) K G(z): z E bX\{x)}u Gl x G1 
is disjoint wi?h D, and 1013 wl, 
Actually what we have proved is that if X is Eindeliif and X s YI 1 Y\Xl s w, 
then X has a small diagonal iff Y has. B&sides, it can be shown that ‘if X is an 
open subset, or a G6-subset of Y, (with the same restriction for X, Y as above), 
then X has a Gs-iliagonal iff Y has. Maybe, this suggests o us a way to canstruct 
a Lindelof space with a small diagonal and without C&diagonal. Unfortunately, 
we don’t know if the property to have a G8-diagonal is preserved by adding 
countably many new points to a Lindeliif space. 
Similarly we 118~ 
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It is interesting to observe that I% van Douwcn and EL Wicke [6] conmwmi 
(a’bsolutety) a lotMy compact, focally count&lo, submetrizabk (hence having a 
C&-diagonal), arl-compact space which is not normal, even without many weak 
AcknuwldgementrP. 
The author is “ndehted to E. van Douwen for his help, and he also is thankful 
to the referee for his suggestions and correctlom, 
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